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ABSTRACT 

The global narratives behind development aid are constantly changing, but aid is still criticized 

for being ineffective. The most recent trend within development thinking is the push for 

complexity science concepts to be incorporated, in order to better capture the uncertainties and 

dynamics of the real world. Fisheries is a sector of development where priorities are changing 

and there are multiple approaches being advocated with no current consensus. The ways 

institutions and individuals think about the fisheries development system will therefore have 

implications for project implementation on the ground. In this study, I use the World Bank as 

a focal organisation to investigate how institutions and individuals conceptualise the fisheries 

development system in Eastern Africa, and whether this aligns with complexity thinking. I find 

a clear shift in the institutional paradigm of the World Bank from a narrow sectoral approach 

with tangible interventions such as infrastructure, to a more holistic approach pushing for softer 

solutions such as stakeholder engagement. I map the conceptualisations of a number of 

implementers of fisheries development projects in Tanzania and Kenya in relation to the World 

Bank paradigms and find that the actors have a wide range of perceptions, not necessarily 

buying into the current World Bank paradigm or agreeing with each other. Differing 

conceptualisations of fisheries development has implications for project implementation and 

the policy coherence of aid that is currently being pushed by the Paris Declaration of Aid 

Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action. I also find evidence of complexity science 

concepts expressed by the implementers and the World Bank, with more concepts expressed 

in the current World Bank paradigm. It is encouraging to see actors and institutions incorporate 

complexity concepts into their thinking, although further work is needed to fully embed the 

paradigm into fisheries development. 

 

Key words: fisheries development, institutional paradigm, conceptual model, World Bank, 

East Africa, complexity thinking 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Development aid aims to support economic or social development in a variety of sectors (Leal 

2010) but has often been criticized for its ineffectiveness (Easterly 2007). Aid donors have 

been accused of cycling through different quick fixes without learning from past failures 

(Easterly 2007, OECD 2017). The most recent trend within development aid thinking moves 

away from the traditional focus on linear, tangible results to longer term development processes 

which incorporate more uncertainty and adaptation (Ramalingam et al. 2008, Leal 2010, OECD 

2017). Complexity science is a way of understanding how the elements of a system interact 

and change over time. Complexity thinking involves acknowledging inherent uncertainty and 

unpredictability within the system, taking into account delays and non-linear dynamics 

between system components (Rogers et al. 2013). This way of thinking has been promoted to 

allow development practitioners to get a better insight into how the system works and how to 

approach development projects (OECD 2017).  

The way organisations conceptualise development, or their institutional “paradigms” 

concerning what the problems and solutions are can have very different implications for the 

ecosystems and actors on the ground (Sjöstedt and Sundström 2017). Fisheries is a particularly 

interesting sector in this regard, as donors’ historic focus on the optimisation of fish production 

(Bailey and Jentoft 1990) has been widely criticized due to its negative impact on small-scale 

fishermen (Bailey et al. 1986). Current approaches to fisheries development include a variety 

of priorities with many donors having different agendas (Leal 2010, Sjöstedt and Sundström 

2017) – for example, the wealth-based approach that characterises the World Bank (WB) 

compared to the ecosystem-based approach of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) 

(Sjöstedt and Sundström 2017). The level of uptake of complexity thinking within the fisheries 

development field may also influence how effective fisheries projects are in their 

implementation (OECD 2017). However, the extent to which this happens within current 

thinking has not been investigated. 

Individual perceptions of the fisheries development system by different actors working within 

development projects can also vary considerably. Research shows that differing perspectives 

reduce the understanding within and between groups (Pahl-Wostl and Hare 2004) and can 

increase conflict (Lynam et al. 2002), which has implications for project implementation. The 

Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action aim to tackle these 

problems and improve the quality of aid impact by ensuring donors align their objectives to 

those of the recipient countries, and harmonise their own procedures (OECD 2005, 2008). The 
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differences in how the actors from both the donor and implementation parties conceptualise 

fisheries development may shed some light on the progress towards this agenda. 

This thesis investigates the perceptions of a donor institution and individual actors within the 

fisheries development system to understand the variety of conceptualisations that exist, in order 

to draw implications as to how this will affect policy. Eastern Africa has been the focus of a 

number of development projects over the last few decades, with recent large-scale fisheries 

projects funded in Tanzania and Kenya by the WB – an institution of particular interest due to 

its influence in the fisheries sector. It is the largest donor of marine official development 

assistance (California Environmental Associates 2017) and is therefore able to shape the 

thinking behind aid and development intervention priorities (Wade 1996, Broad 2006). The 

recent fisheries development activity and the large number of implementing agencies involved 

in WB projects makes the region a dynamic arena in which to explore the different institutional 

paradigms and individual conceptualisations of fisheries development, how they relate to each 

other and how they incorporate complexity science concepts. 

 

1.1 Research questions 

1. How have the institutional paradigms of the World Bank approach to Eastern African 

fisheries development changed over time? 

2. How do different individuals within the implementation of fisheries development 

projects in Tanzania and Kenya conceptualise fisheries development? 

a) How different are these conceptualisations? 

b) How do they relate to the World Bank institutional paradigms? 

3. What evidence is there that institutional paradigms and individual conceptualisations 

of fisheries development incorporate complexity thinking?  
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2. CASE DESCRIPTION 

Although the Eastern African coastal region (Ngoile and Linden 1997) is ecologically and 

culturally extremely diverse, poverty is a major problem. Subsistence agriculture and artisanal 

fishing form the basis of most coastal communities in these countries, with growing domestic 

demand and population growth putting pressure on these resources (ibid.). Although 

historically the region surrounding the Western Indian Ocean has not been particularly 

productive with respect to fisheries (ibid.), recent landings continue to increase, reaching 4.6 

billion tonnes in 2013 (FAO 2016). However, many of these landings are the responsibility of 

foreign commercial vessels fishing in the offshore waters of Eastern African countries, which 

have been difficult to control due to the lack of surveillance capacity (Ngoile and Linden 1997). 

Other issues for developing fisheries in the region include habitat destruction through 

destructive fishing practices, deforestation and mining, and pollution from unregulated 

development of urban areas and tourism (ibid.). 

Recently there has been a rise in investment for fisheries development in the region, making 

the study of the different conceptualisations of fisheries development in Eastern Africa a timely 

investigation. The most recent project by the WB, the First South West Indian Ocean Fisheries 

Governance and Shared Growth Project (SWIOFish1), was approved in 2015. Kenya and 

Tanzania also recently hosted two large WB fisheries development projects – the Kenyan 

Coastal Development Project (KCDP) in Kenya and the Marine and Coastal Environment 

Management Project (MACEMP) in Tanzania – as well as the regional South West Indian 

Ocean Fisheries Project (SWIOFP). The details of these projects are given in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 1. The case study region - the countries defined as Eastern Africa by the United Nations Definition of Standard Country 

or Area codes for statistical use. Map made with Natural Earth. Free vector and raster map data @ naturalearthdata.com. 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Paradigms and knowledge systems 

The conceptualisations of fisheries development by different people or by institutions are the 

result of the “knowledge systems” – “a coherent set of mental constructs, cognitions and 

practices held by individuals within a particular community” (Richards 1985). This 

encompasses internal representations or a series of beliefs about the external world or system 

(Gray et al. 2012). Individuals in a given sociocultural environment communicate with each 

other when learning about the system, and therefore form a shared model or framework for a 

common interpretation of reality (Mantzavinos et al. 2004). It is not yet known how exactly 

shared conceptualisations of the system come about (Denzau and North 1994), as knowledge 

is inherently personal and the production of knowledge is heavily influenced by individual 

perspectives and ideologies (Raymond et al. 2010). 

The notion of paradigms could be useful here as an important factor determining how groups 

of individuals and institutions conceptualise the system they are working within. The Kuhn 

(1970) definition of a paradigm is “a constellation of beliefs, values, techniques and group 

commitment shared by members of a given community, founded in particular on a set of shared 

axioms, models and exemplars”. Paradigms can be applied to a number of fields, from 

considering how fundamental scientific progression occurs (Kuhn 1970) to how policy is 

formed (Hall 1993). The type of paradigm that I use in my theoretical framework for this study 

is that of institutions or organisations, articulated in Wade (1996), Gore (2000) and Broad 

(2006). The idea is similar to the policy paradigm suggested by Hall (1993) where policy 

makers, or in the case of this study, institutions, work within a framework of ideas that 

prescribes the goal, the specified solutions and the nature of the problems that they plan to 

address. Broad (2006) in particular articulates how the WB works to purposefully reinforce 

their paradigm, or way of working, by incentives in hiring, promotion and publishing research 

as well as selective use of data. The fact that a paradigm or a way of thinking is already seen 

to exist at the WB, and that it is seen as something that incentivises actors within the institution 

to also think in a certain way (Broad 2006), makes the theory of paradigms highly relevant to 

this study. 

The concepts of paradigms and knowledge systems have similar definitions, and differences 

between them are not articulated in the theoretical literature. My view is that the institutional 

paradigms described above are a subset of knowledge systems, as they are constrained by the 
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need to be linked to an institution, but also perform a similar function to knowledge systems in 

that they provide a set of mental constructs and practices for individuals working within that 

institution (Broad 2006). I can therefore suggest that institutional paradigms have some 

influence on how the actors working in that institution conceptualise the fisheries development 

system and the individuals working within different institutions may have different perceptions 

of the system according to the institutional paradigm they are working within (see Figure 2). 

However, they may also be influenced by other knowledge systems that are not linked to 

institutions, such as development discourses.  

 

3.2 Complexity science 

Paradigms of thinking within science and management in general – not necessarily linked to 

institutions – are deeply ingrained in scientific approach and practice (Rogers et al. 2013). 

Reductionist and complexity science are two such paradigms (ibid.). Reductionism rejects 

ambiguity and promotes the simplification of processes so that the world can ultimately be 

understood by separating systems into separate units (ibid.). The underlying belief within 

reductionist thinking is that reality is completely knowable. This way of thinking is 

commonplace within scientific practice and project implementation (Cooke-davies et al. 2007). 

Complexity thinking advocates a completely different frame of mind where the system is not 

ultimately knowable, and variability and uncertainty are givens (Rogers et al. 2013). This 

paradigm has been advocated in recent years by a growing number of critics and experts within 

the development field, most recently by the OECD, as a result of the frequent failure of the 

reductionist approach (Cooke-davies et al. 2007, OECD 2017). The trend is also apparent 

within fisheries where the system is increasingly being characterised as a complex system 

following the failure of conventional reductionist fisheries management (Mahon et al. 2008). 

Complexity thinking offers a way of acknowledging how systems interact in complicated, 

unpredictable ways and within development and fisheries this is seen as an opportunity to better 

capture what occurs in the real world, allowing for better understanding and practice 

(Ramalingam 2003, OECD 2017). 

Complexity science itself is a collection of ideas, principles and influences from other bodies 

of knowledge including chaos theory, cybernetics, complex adaptive systems and systems 

thinking (Ramalingam et al. 2008). Ramalingam et al (2008) break down the concepts within 
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complexity thinking into three groupings and analyse how they may be applied to development 

policy. These concepts and their implications on development are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Concepts within complexity science and implications for application within development aid. Note that concepts are 

not mutually exclusive. Formatted into a table from Ramalingam et al, 2008. 

 Concept Explanation Implications 

C
o
m

p
le

x
it

y
 a

n
d
 s

y
st

em
s 

Interconnected and 

interdependent 

elements and 

dimensions 

Complex systems are made up of 

elements (or processes), and 

variables (or dimensions) which are 

connected to and interdependent of 

each other. They frequently have 

multiple levels of organisation. 

 

The interconnectedness of 

elements and dimensions needs 

to be assessed, and not 

underestimated. 

Feedback processes 
promote or inhibit 

change within 

systems 

Feedback can be described as an 
influence that conveys the outcome 

of a process back to its source. It 

can either be positive and 

reinforcing or negative and 

dampening. 

 

Feedback loops that promote or 
inhibit change within the 

system need to be identified 

and worked with. 

System 

characteristics and 

behaviours emerge 

from simple rules of 

interaction 

The emergent properties of a system 

are its unexpected behaviours that 

cannot be predicted by the 

behaviour of its individual parts. 

Accept the emergent properties 

of the system – be wary of 

context and over-designing 

interventions. 

C
o
m

p
le

x
it

y
 a

n
d
 c

h
an

g
e 

Nonlinearity The mutual interdependence 

between different variables found in 

systems leads to dynamic, nonlinear 

or unpredictable relationships. 

Do not assume linear 

relationships between different 

variables within a system. It is 

important to consider how 

variables interact and feedback 

into each other over time. 

 

Sensitivity to initial 

conditions 

The behaviour of complex systems 

is sensitive to their initial conditions 

– two systems that initially started 

close together in terms of their 

elements and dimensions can end up 

in different places. 

 

Accept that systems have a 

degree of non-comparability 

and unpredictability within 

them. Apply this thinking 

when aiming to learn or plan. 

Phase space and 

attractors 

The phase space of a system is the 

set of all possible states that the 
system can occupy. It involves 

looking at patterns that emerge 

when looking across all its key 

dimensions and therefore 

characterising how the system 

changes over time and the 

constraints that exist. 

 

Build an understanding of the 

phase space of the system. 
Appreciate the full range of 

different dimensions of the 

system. 

Strange attractors 

and the “edge of 
chaos” 

There is an underlying pattern of 

how the system moves through 
different states, depending on the 

phase space of the system. These 

Acknowledge continual change 

in systems, and that 
equilibrium and stability are 

not default or necessarily ideal 
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patterns are known as “strange 

attractors”. 

states. Include ongoing 

reflection and adaptation in aid 

programmes. 

C
o
m

p
le

x
it

y
 a

n
d
 a

g
en

cy
 

Adaptive agents Complex adaptive systems are made 

up of individual adaptive agents 

which react to the system and to 

each other, and make decisions to 

influence other agents or the system 

itself. 

 

Build awareness of the 

influences on adaptive agents, 

their incentives and relative 

capacities. 

Self-organisation Macro-scale patterns of behaviour 

emerge in the system due to the 

interactions of individuals who act 

for their own purposes and based on 

their own information or 

perspective of the system. 
 

Empower actors at different 

levels of the system if self-

organisation is seen as a 

positive possibility. 

Co-evolution As the adaptive agents present in 

the system interact with each other, 

they influence each other’s 

evolution.  

Look for and work with the 

effects of co-evolution. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Ontology and epistemology 

The study investigates the perceptions held by individuals and institutions. I use a relativist 

ontology, as the belief that reality exists within one’s mind, and each individual creates their 

own version of reality, fits well with the idea of different conceptualisations of fisheries 

development by different actors (Moon and Blackman 2014). However, within the spectrum of 

relativist ontology, bounded relativism is used as this allows for an assumption that there is 

some form of reality – a truth about how fisheries development works – beyond the individual. 

I use constructionism as the epistemology of the actors in this study, which sits between 

objectivism and subjectivism (Moon and Blackman 2014). Instead of believing that knowledge 

of an “object” (in this case the fisheries development system) exists independently of the 

“subject” (individual or institution) or that knowledge exists entirely within the “subject”, 

constructionism states that knowledge is created from the interplay between “subject” and 

“object” (ibid.). This means that knowledge is constructed by individuals and institutions about 

the fisheries development system, as a result of their experience of the system but also 

influenced by the knowledge systems they draw on. This approach fits the study well as it 

allows for different individuals to construct different knowledge about the same fisheries 

development system. 

My own epistemological stance and approach to this study is more positivist, as I believe that 

each person has their own concrete conceptualisation of the fisheries development system held 

in their mind which I can measure or elicit to a certain degree. I attempt to elicit the 

conceptualisations as objectively as possible (Bryman 2012), as I take the word of individuals 

and institutions at face value without the deeper analysis considering culture or history that 

would be required by interpretivism (Moon and Blackman 2014). However, when interpreting 

the coding for the complexity concepts, I do not take a purely positivist approach as I leave 

room for some interpretation as to why individuals do not express certain concepts within their 

interviews. 

 

4.2 Methodological approach 

I investigated the research questions using an analysis of WB project documents and semi-

structured interviews with individuals involved in fisheries development project 
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implementation. Figure 2 illustrates how the theoretical framework links to the research 

questions and what data will be used to investigate each question. I chose the WB as the focal 

organisation as it is one of the top providers of fisheries development aid globally (Leal 2010), 

it has a high level of influence on development aid trends and research (Wade 1996, Broad 

2006) and most documentation is readily available online. I used content analysis of the 

documents as a method for Research Question 1 as it was the most reliable way to investigate 

the conceptualisations of the past and how this has changed through time (Hay 2000). Semi-

structured interviews encouraged free expression and elaboration and were therefore the best 

method for eliciting individual conceptualisations for Research Question 2 (Kvale 1996, 

Hameed et al. 2002, Grenier and Dudzinska-Przesmitzki 2015). These two sources of data were 

also used to investigate Research Question 3 as I assumed that any evidence of complexity 

thinking would be inherent in the expression of the conceptualisation of the system. 

I mapped the conceptualisations as conceptual models – a way of capturing the structure of 

how an individual or institution relates different factors to each other within a system. 

Conceptual models have been used in management research to explore individual beliefs since 

1976 (Axelrod 1976) and have recently been used to model the conceptualisations of natural 

resource managers (Fazey et al. 2006, Gray et al. 2012). Conceptual models can be built by 

identifying where links between different variables within the system have been explicitly 

stated in documents or interviews (see Figure 2). 

 

4.3 Research Question 1 – How have the institutional paradigms of the World Bank approach 

to Eastern African fisheries development changed over time? 

4.3.1 Structured document review 

I carried out a structured document review of all WB project documents relating to fisheries 

development in Eastern Africa. I used the Projects and Operations database and the Documents 

and Reports database on the WB website to review documentation and projects. I filtered all 

projects using the keywords “fish”, “marine” and “coast” on the project title. The projects were 

also filtered by countries in Eastern Africa – see Figure 1 (Standard Country or Area Codes for 

Statistical Use (Rev. 4) 1999). I checked the resulting project titles and further filtered 

according to their relevance to fisheries development. Appendix 2 shows the final list of 

projects, with Figure 3 showing a timeline of the projects according to when the documents 

were published. 
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Figure 2. Pictorial representation of the theoretical framework used in this study, linked to the Research Questions. Fisheries development can be viewed “through” different institutional 

paradigms. Different actors work within the different institutional paradigms and their conceptualisations of the fisheries development system will be partly influenced by these paradigms, leading 

them to have different conceptualisations of the same fisheries development system. Research Question 1 (RQ1) compares the institutional paradigms elicited from older and more recent project 

documents. Research Question 2 (RQ2) compares the conceptual models elicited from individuals working within different institutional paradigms. These are compared to each other and the 

institutional paradigms found in RQ 1. Research Question 3 (RQ3) looks at the conceptualisations found in the first two research questions through a complexity thinking lens. 
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Figure 3. Timeline showing the fisheries development related projects funded by the World Bank in Eastern Africa and the years when their documentation was published. The letters on the side 

refer to different projects (see “Project” column in Appendix 2).
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4.3.2 Sampling World Bank project documents 

Due to the apparent gap between 1995 and 2000 where only one WB project was ongoing in 

Eastern Africa, this time period was used to split the projects into “older” and “newer” projects 

from which to sample documents. I considered alternative ways of splitting the time, such as 

using the timings from documented development thinking paradigm shifts. However, due to 

the need to code the project documents as objectively as possible, I chose this inductive 

approach so as not to frame the documents in certain paradigms before they were coded. Project 

Appraisal Documents (PADs) were used for coding due to the wealth of information they 

contained and the standard format in which they were written, which made the analysis more 

balanced for each project. Projects sampled depended on the availability of the PAD: five 

projects were sampled from the older time period (1975 – 1995) and six projects were sampled 

from the newer time period (2000 – 2015). See Appendix 2 for projects sampled. 

4.3.3 Conceptual models 

I read each PAD up to the Appendices and any text found that infers causality between two 

aspects of the fisheries development system was coded, by searching for “consequential” text 

such as “because”, “as a result of”, “due to” (Hay 2000). I then coded these sections of text as 

a relationship between two variables. I limited the number of different variables in the coding 

framework so as not to complicate the resulting conceptual models and developed the 

framework iteratively while coding each document (ibid.). The final coding structure used can 

be found in Appendix 3. It consists of “codes”, the variables that I used when creating the 

causal loop diagrams, “sub-codes” when the codes are split where I felt a further distinction 

was required, and “super-codes” where the codes were grouped into several broad groups such 

as “Fisheries sector” and “Management” to help with results interpretation. 

I converted the relationships between the codes into causal loop diagrams using Vensim (Jones 

et al. 2011). Causal loop diagrams are a useful way of creating a visualisation of the conceptual 

model of the system (Hameed et al. 2002) and of increasing understanding of the assumed links 

between different variables within a system (Kim 2011). I drew a causal loop diagram for each 

time period showing the 20 most frequent links when weighted across projects – the number 

of links was chosen with the aim of presenting sufficient information without overloading the 

diagram. 
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4.4 Research Question 2 – How do different individuals within the implementation of fisheries 

development projects in Tanzania and Kenya conceptualise fisheries development? 

4.4.1 Semi-structured interviews 

I chose Tanzania and Kenya as countries of focus as they had hosted large WB fisheries 

development projects in recent years. Individuals working within implementation agencies of 

these countries are therefore likely to have strong conceptualisations of fisheries development 

in their minds. 

I carried out semi-structured interviews with 13 participants (see Appendix 4) who have 

worked or are currently working within WB fisheries development projects in Tanzania and/or 

Kenya. I identified participants through existing contacts and attendees at the 2017 Western 

Indian Ocean Marine Science Association Conference in Tanzania and used snow-ball 

sampling. Although there was a risk of involving people with similar conceptualisations 

through this method, it was deemed the best way to identify participants as I thought the 

response rate would be higher if they were approached through someone they knew – especially 

for government and WB officials where the response rate was the biggest risk to the study. The 

interviews lasted from between 20 minutes to 2 hours depending on the participant’s 

availability. 

I used literature on mental models (Stone-Jovicich et al. 2011) and the Atkinson (2000) 

“Problem-Cause-Solution-Vision” framework used in policy discourse analysis to structure the 

interview as they elicit both individual and policy conceptualisations of a system. I adapted the 

framework as follows: 

1) What are the key problems that prevent fisheries development in Eastern Africa? 

2) What are the causes of these problems? 

3) What are the solutions to these problems? 

I used additional improvised probing questions to draw out the perceived causal relations 

between different variables within the system. 

4.4.2 Conceptual models 

I transcribed all interviews and coded any text that infers causality as relationships between 

two variables in the same way as the project documents. The coding structure created for 

Research Question 1 was used as it already had the necessary structure, although I maintained 

some flexibility during coding so that new variables could be incorporated. 
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4.5 Research Question 3 – What evidence is there that institutional paradigms and individual 

conceptualisations of fisheries development incorporate complexity thinking? 

I developed a coding structure for complexity science concepts abductively – an approach 

between inductive and deductive that draws from existing theory but allows surprising 

elements to emerge from data and change the direction of the analysis (Timmermans and 

Tavory 2012). I used the in-depth report by Ramalingam et al. (2008) – a summary shown in 

Table 1 – and field knowledge, and allowed codes to emerge when reading the text (see Table 

2). Certain concepts were not included from Table 1, such as the perceived interconnectedness 

between variables and the phase space or breadth of system views, as I felt the interview length 

limited the expression of these concepts. The sub-section of Table 1 under “Complexity and 

agency” was not included as I felt that these concepts were to do with the characteristics of the 

actors themselves and not necessarily how the actors viewed the system (Ramalingam et al. 

2008). Both project documents and interview transcripts were coded using this structure. 

Table 2. Coding structure for complexity science concepts adapted from Ramalingam et al. (2008). Words in italics 

represent the concepts that the codes were developed from. The last code emerged iteratively during the coding exercise. 

Complexity science concepts – Codes Definition 

Feedback processes promote or 

inhibit change within systems – 

Masked and disregarded feedbacks 

Awareness of feedbacks within the system that are not 

known because more research and knowledge is needed 

(masked) or ignored due to lack of communication 

(disregarded) 

 

System characteristics and 

behaviours emerge from simple rules 
of interaction – Unpredictability 

No assumption of complete controllability of the system 

dynamics - emergent properties of a system are unexpected 

behaviours that cannot be predicted 

 

Non-linearity – Non-linearity Awareness of non-linear causal relations between 

variables, for example: 

1) solutions involve changing more than just one variable 

or consequences of the solution depending on other 

variables 

2) changes in the system output not proportional to the 

changes in input 

 
Non-linearity – Delays or “time-

lags” 

Consideration of time delays where the effect of changing a 

variable is not immediately apparent in the system 

 

Sensitivity to initial conditions – 

Non-comparability 

Accept that systems have a degree of non-comparability - 

do not assume similar systems can be compared 

 

Strange attractors and the “edge of 

chaos” – Adaptation 

Ongoing reflection and adaptation – acknowledge 

continual changes the system 

 

Awareness of lack of knowledge Awareness that relationships between variables are not 
completely understood 
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4.6 Limitations and reflections on methods and data 

The main limitation of the data collection and analysis was the interview context, length and 

range of participants interviewed. As many of the interviews were carried out during the 

WIOMSA conference, there was often time pressure and distractions during the interview. 

Therefore, the length and depth of the interview varied between participants, meaning that I 

may not have elicited the full conceptual model of the participant with all the nuances. I 

designed the interview so that probing questions would follow up on the answers to the initial 

questions. This meant that topics covered were mainly dictated by the participants, which may 

have limited the scope of the conceptual model that they revealed. If more time and resources 

had been available, it would have been valuable to conduct a more robust study such as a 

workshop with key informants, or a number of interviews with the same participant to build 

their conceptual model together in an iterative process (Fazey et al. 2006). 

I chose the participants largely based on chance encounters at WIOMSA, as well as who was 

available and willing to be interviewed when contacted through snow-ball sampling. This 

meant that although I used the criteria of having experience of fisheries development and WB 

projects in Tanzania and Kenya, the results are not generalisable as I did not choose the 

participants systematically and they were not necessarily representative of the population of 

people working in fisheries development in Eastern Africa. With more time available, I would 

have sought out key informants and more participants would have been included to gain a more 

balanced view of each institution. 

Although I did not prompt for complexity thinking or ask about it explicitly, the questions I 

asked were very open and the coding was abductive, so I feel the method would have picked 

up whether the participant was expressing various complexity thinking concepts. However, I 

did feel as though the examples found within the interviews were largely dependent on chance, 

as the participants often revealed complexity thinking after spontaneous lines of questioning, 

that I did not replicate across interviews. Therefore, I grouped the results from the interviews 

for this research question and did not consider them individually. With more time for method 

development, I could have taken a mixed methods approach and complemented the semi-

structured interviews with a structured questionnaire, for example a rapid Likert survey (Allen 

and Seaman 2007) on the complexity concepts with example quotations, to test how much each 

participant agrees with different ways of thinking. 
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The fact that the participants were being interviewed as representatives of their organisation 

may have made them less likely to reveal the exact conceptual model in their mind, but instead 

mention topics that they thought I wanted to hear (the deference effect) or that would improve 

their reputation (the social desirability bias) (Bernard 2006). The deference effect may have 

been heightened by the fact that I presented myself as a researcher from the Stockholm 

Resilience Centre, which participants may have linked to sustainability and complexity 

thinking and adjusted their answers accordingly. Whilst conducting interviews, I also became 

aware of the possible effect of organisational hierarchy on the deference effect and social 

desirability bias – I believe that participants that were higher up the organisational hierarchy 

exhibited more confidence in talking about uncertainties within the system and expressing 

more appreciation for the complex nature of fisheries development. However, I also believe 

that the conceptual models elicited during the interviews could represent the ideas and 

perceptions that those individuals would be willing to express to colleagues and therefore these 

are the conceptual models that have implications for project implementation.  

The use of project documents may limit elicitation of institutional paradigms as they are 

constrained in the content they contain. Especially in terms of coding for complexity thinking, 

documents are not likely to express any unpredictability about the system, as the nature of a 

WB loan is that the country will be able to repay the investment in due course. However, this 

constraint was seen as something that reflects the institutional paradigm itself. 

The method for extracting the conceptual models from the documents and the interviews was 

very structured and relied upon coding for explicitly stated links between variables. As I 

conducted the interviews with the aim of drawing out linkages between variables through 

probing questions, these links became the focus of the analysis with no other coding used. 

Therefore, I may have lost other data present within the material, such as any suggested 

solutions or problems with the fisheries development system which were not linked to anything 

else. However, I selected the conceptual model approach as the mapping of causal links 

requires more probing into the understanding of the system, as it presents how processes are 

thought to occur within the system. 

I generalised different variables to fit into the coding structure, which may have caused losses 

in data or misinterpretation of the meaning of the text. However, the codes were considered 

carefully during the coding exercise, and the differences in conceptual models that were drawn 

out in the results were checked to confirm that they were not due to applying the same code to 

different variables. 
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Reflecting on the methods and the way I interpreted the results, I felt a tension between my 

training as a quantitative scientist and the qualitative nature of my data. I used a quantitative 

approach to my interpretation of the coding in the results section. However, I also found I had 

gained an understanding of the patterns of thinking within each individual or project document, 

and the scope of the conceptual model, which was not necessarily captured within my 

quantitative analysis. Therefore, when analysing the conceptualisations of the fisheries 

development system, I also used these qualitative insights that I had gained from conducting 

the interviews and reading documents to create Figure 6. I felt discomfort with this approach 

as my quantitative background made me inclined to quantify all aspects of each 

conceptualisation, however I felt that the inclusion of the qualitative data made the analysis 

more representative and therefore decided to take this mixed quantitative/qualitative approach. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1 Research Question 1 – How have the institutional paradigms of the World Bank approach 

to Eastern African fisheries development changed over time? 

I created causal loop diagrams from coding the causal links in the “older” (1975-1995) and 

“newer” (2000-2015) WB project documents (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). The diagrams are 

significantly different in their focus. Older documents pushed fish production as the main 

variable to increase, which was perceived to reduce poverty and increase food security. New 

technology, infrastructure and training were mentioned most as the solutions, with variables 

such as access to markets, fish processing and institutional capacity being improved by these 

interventions. The newer documents focussed instead on improving the quality of natural 

resource management. The main variables feeding into this involved knowledge, data and 

working together with other actors – “soft” interventions compared to those mentioned in the 

older documents. The newer documents also drew links to natural capital, the tourism industry 

and alternative livelihoods, demonstrating a wider conceptual model incorporating variables 

from outside the fisheries sector. 

I used the data on all the links identified in the project documents to identify variables that had 

a considerably different number of associated links between the older and newer documents, 

to draw out the main differences between the two time periods. I categorised the variables into 

“problems” (where more links go into the variable – therefore a variable that should be 

changed) or “solutions” (where more links go out of the variable – a variable used to influence 

the system). The results are shown in Table 3 and largely agree with what is shown in the causal 

loop diagrams. 
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Figure 4. A causal loop diagram showing the 20 most frequent links (when weighted across projects) identified in five WB 

project documents in the older time period (1975-1995). Blue arrows indicate positive relationships, red arrows indicate 

negative relationships. The thickness of the arrows indicates the number of projects that the link is present in. 

 

Figure 5. A causal loop diagram showing the 20 most frequent links (when weighted across projects) identified in six WB 

project documents in the more recent time period (2000-2015). Blue arrows indicate positive relationships, red arrows 

indicate negative relationships. The thickness of the arrows indicates the number of projects that the link is present in. 
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Table 3. The main "problem" and "solution" variables within the two time periods. Variables are shown if the difference between the percentage of links associated with the variable in the older 

documents compared to the newer documents is more than 1%. The percentage represents the proportion of links to that variable compared to all other variables coded in that time period. The 

percentage of links associated with the variable is shown for both older and newer documents. For details of the coding structure and definitions of different variables, please see Appendix 3. 

 1975-1995 2000-2015 

 Super-code Code Percentage of links 

associated with the 

variable (old/new 

documents) 

Super-code Code Percentage of links 

associated with the 

variable (old/new 

documents) 

P
ro

b
le

m
 v

ar
ia

b
le

s 

Alternative 

sectors 

Agricultural sector 2.03/0.3 Aspects of poverty Poverty 1.95/6.8 

Natural capital Natural capital 0.68/6.36 

Aspects of 

poverty 

Food security 3.13/1.26 Relative fish stock 1.61/4.51 

Thriving economy Economic growth 1.69/3.77 

Equality of 

material and 

power 

Distribution of fish catch 1.35/0 Unnecessary fishing Illegal/destructive 

fishing 

0.17/1.18 

Working together Conflict 0/1.26 

Fisheries sector Fisheries sector 6.6/3.55 

Fish production 9.14/1.18 

Making money 

out of fisheries 

Exports 1.18/0.15 

Fish processing 2.2/0.15 

Profitability of fishery 5.41/3.7 

S
o
lu

ti
o
n
 v

ar
ia

b
le

s 

Equality of 

material and 

power 

Access to markets 3.89/0.74 Alternative sectors Alternative 

livelihoods/Employment 

0.08/4.29 

Tourism industry 0/1.92 

Interventions Equipment 3.55/0 Equality of material 

and power 

Access rights 0/1.11 

Infrastructure 8.63/2.51 

New technology 5.75/0.74 Institutional capability Monitoring, control and 

surveillance 

0.08/1.7 

Training 5.92/0.37 Making money from 

fisheries 

Value-adding activities 0/1.04 

Natural effects 

on the 

environment 

Environmental suitability 1.27/0.07 Management Inclusive management 

models 

0/1.41 

Thriving 

economy 

Investment 5.58/3.11 

Policy or Regulation 0.85/2.66 
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Quality of natural 

resource management 

0.93/10.5 

Working together Regional coordination 

and collaboration 

0.17/2.81 

Stakeholder engagement 0.34/2.51 
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5.2 Research Question 2 – How do different individuals within the implementation of fisheries 

development projects in Tanzania and Kenya conceptualise fisheries development? 

The conceptual models of the old and new documents can be interpreted as the WB institutional 

paradigm that has shifted over time, from a fisheries sector, hard solution focus to a wider more 

holistic approach to fisheries development. To display this visually, and to locate the 

interviewees within this paradigm space, I adapted the “problem” and “solution” variables 

found to define the conceptualisations in the older and newer project documents (Table 3) to 

create the axes in Figure 6. The x axis is the “solutions” axis which runs from “hard” solutions, 

which are relatively simple to implement, such as investment, infrastructure, equipment and 

new technology, to “soft” solutions, which are less tangible such as the quality of natural 

resource management, stakeholder engagement and regional coordination and collaboration. 

The y axis acts as a “problem space” axis which shows the range of problem variables that the 

documents focus on. It runs from a fisheries focussed problem space with frequent mentions 

of fish production, fisheries sector, profitability of fisheries and food security, to a wider 

problem space including general poverty, economic growth and natural capital. The older and 

newer project documents sit at either ends of the two axes, demonstrating the difference in the 

institutional paradigm across the two time periods. 

I then analysed the variables coded in each interview and placed each participant accordingly 

– those with a higher frequency of links to the “older” conceptual model variables were placed 

in the lower left quadrant and those with higher frequency of links to the “newer” conceptual 

model variables were placed in the upper right quadrant. The participants were placed in three 

quadrants of Figure 6 and therefore represent a wide range of conceptual models about the 

fisheries development system. Notably, WB participants are present in all three quadrants, with 

just one in the same quadrant as the new WB institutional paradigm. 

In addition to mapping the participants onto the solution and problem spaces, I drew out the 

key differences that emerged between the individual conceptual models. Table 4 shows links 

between certain variables where the relationship was perceived differently between participants, 

either contradicting each other, or where the relationship was not clear or was conditional on 

other variables according to some participants. Certain participants tended to disagree with the 

common view of fisheries development more often than others. In particular, two participants 

from the WB, and one from KMFRI expressed more differences in their perceptions. 
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Figure 6. Conceptual models from the WB documents (boxes) and interviewees (circles) plotted on “solution” and “problem” 

spaces derived from Research Question 1. Hard solutions include access to markets, investment and all variables under the 

super-code “Interventions”. Soft solutions include alternative livelihoods/ employment, tourism industry, value-adding 

activities and all variables under the super-codes “Management” and “Working together” (excluding “conflict”). The 

fisheries focus problem space includes food security, distribution of fish catch and all variables under the super-codes 

“Fisheries sector” and “Making money out of fisheries” (except “value-adding activities”). The wide focus problem space 

includes poverty, economic growth, illegal/ destructive fishing and all variables under the super-code “Natural capital”. The 

plot was created from a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data (as described in section 4.6), therefore the placement of 

individuals is approximate. Please see Appendix 5 for the quantitative data used. The different colours indicate the different 

institutions to which the participants belong (KMFRI – Kenya Marine Fisheries Research Institute, TAFIRI – Tanzania 

Fisheries Research Institute, MALF – Minisitry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, Tanzania). 

5.2.1 Knowledge 

Traditional knowledge held by the community was mentioned by most participants as a way 

of helping the communities better manage their natural resources. A countering point of view 

was that traditional knowledge made little difference to a community’s ability to put in place 

management plans. 

There were also a number of nuanced views around knowledge in general and how it influences 

other variables such as fishing pressure and the quality of natural resource management. 

Although many participants perceived that an increase in knowledge and awareness would help 

to reduce fishing pressure and improve management, a number of participants gave examples 

where this had not been the case. They stated that knowledge sometimes made no difference, 
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or needed to be coupled with other variables such as the provision of equipment to ensure 

compliance with regulations.  

5.2.2 Alternative livelihoods 

Many participants mentioned aquaculture as a means of getting communities out of poverty 

and increasing fish production, but one participant gave a more nuanced view of the industry 

by strongly advocating industrial scale aquaculture as the only way to reduce poverty and 

increase fish production. The participant’s opinion differed from most other participants who 

believed that small-scale aquaculture could contribute to poverty alleviation.  

The perception of alternative livelihoods in general as a path to sustainable fisheries was 

challenged by one participant who stated that alternative livelihoods did not reduce fishing 

pressure as expected. Although it did not appear in the quantitative analysis of the links, another 

participant also discussed the effectiveness of alternative livelihoods as a strategy for 

improving the quality of fisheries management: 

“We should not always think let’s say alternative livelihoods are good because actually, you 

realise the stake that the fishers have in this fishery goes down. And that means you can no 

longer trust them with co-management anymore. That means if you have a lot of alternative 

livelihoods, then actually the Government should be the one in charge of managing the fisheries” 

(Academic) 

The participant points out that alternative livelihoods can have unexpected effects on the sense 

of ownership and ultimately the management of the fisheries, and that this outcome is not 

commonly considered. 

5.2.3 Offshore fisheries 

A key uncertainty that emerged was surrounding the link between the presence of a domestic 

industrial fishing fleet and the profitability of the fishery. Many participants advocated an 

increase in the domestic industrial fishing capacity but one participant perceived a lack of 

evidence for unexploited offshore fish stocks, and therefore a lack of evidence that increasing 

offshore fishing capacity would be profitable. This is a point of interest as it is evident from 

the quotation (Table 4) that the presence of exploitable offshore fish stocks is a commonly held 

view, and therefore this uncertainty within the conceptual model could have implications for 

project design and implementation. 
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5.2.4 Goals of fisheries development 

There was also a contradiction of one of the more fundamental links in fisheries development 

conceptualisations, the perception that fish production would decrease poverty. One participant 

believed that achieving maximum sustainable fish production may result in higher levels of 

poverty, as fishing effort must be reduced in the process. This highlighted a possible 

contradiction in the twin goals of fisheries development – a high level of sustainable fish 

production and poverty alleviation. 
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Table 4. Links between variables within participants’ conceptual models that contradicted each other (contradicting view) or were less certain or conditional on other variables (nuanced 

views), with associated example quotations. Differences were identified by finding links where participants disagreed or had a more nuanced view of the relationship between the same two 

variables. The common view is the perception held by more individuals than the contradicting or nuanced view. Links are grouped by similarity into the same row for ease of interpretation. 

Please see Appendix 4 for details of interview participants. 

Link Common view Contradicting or nuanced view 

Adherence to traditional 

lifestyle and values → 

Quality of natural resource 

management 

Adherence to traditional lifestyle increases the quality of 

management 

 

“Do you realise some of the fishing communities, let’s say, 
like, Bamburi in Mombasa are quite urban. Most of these 

who we call fishermen, are part-timers and beach boys… But 
you see these are the same guys we are trying to entrust with 

the management of the fisheries resources” (Academic) 

 A move away from traditional lifestyles decreases 

the quality of natural resource management. 

Adherence to traditional values decreases the quality of 

management 

 

“Traditional knowledge is sometimes extremely valuable but 
it's often really over sold, this idea that traditional knowledge 

will somehow provide these insights on complex matters like 
fisheries management and stock management.” (WB2) 

Fish production → 

Poverty 

Fish production decreases poverty 

 

“Because (the local community) are the ones who are the 

owner of the fishery. They are the one who get a profit from the 

fishery” (MALF) 

Maximising fish production would increase poverty 

 

“do you want to make a policy decision to have lower total 

production and more beneficiaries, or do you want to aim to 
have maximum production and whatever that means in terms 

of controlling fishing effort” (WB2) 

Alternative livelihoods/ 

Employment → Fishing 

pressure 

Alternative livelihoods and other employment decreases 

fishing pressure 

“And what do you think are the main solutions that would 

help this problem (of increased fishing effort)? 

The solution is finding other sources of food security or 
income generation activities … find employment, try to make 

the chances of employment… get jobs through increasing 
industries if possible” (Anon) 

Alternative livelihoods do not make a difference to fishing 

pressure 

 

“So did those kind of (alternative livelihoods), did they stop 

people fishing so much? Or was the fishing pressure still 
high? 

 
No, the fishing pressure did not necessarily stop” 

(KMFRI3) 
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Aquaculture → Fish 

production 

 

Aquaculture → Poverty 

Aquaculture increases fish production and reduces poverty. 

 

 

 

“The (fish ponds) that are successful … they are producing 

fish, they're producing crabs, and they're producing 

seaweeds” (KMFRI2) 

 
 

“We are feeding the fish, we are watching our fish grow, and 

we are also spending more time with our kids who are doing 
homework in front of us… we are making some money using 

fish harvest” (Anon) 

Aquaculture only achieves fish production, increases 

investment and reduces poverty if it is done at an industrial 

scale 

 

“I mean there are literally, there are hundreds of thousands 

if not millions of small fish ponds in Africa. But you know, 

none of them are producing any more fish than the koi pond 

I have in my back yard” (WB3) 
 

“So instead of giving out free food, you give out the 

technology to help them grow their own food. But you're not 
getting anyone out of poverty by doing that.” (WB3) 

Fisheries sector (Domestic 

industrial fishing fleet) → 

Profitability of fishery 

An enlarged domestic industrial fishing fleet that will allow 

offshore stocks to be exploited will increase the profitability 

of the fishery 

 

“So now we have to change to go more offshore fisheries 
rather than onshore. For example, in case of prawn shrimp 

fishery, shrimp fishery now is not good, the catch is too low, 

but if you compare to the large fishery for example tuna, 
pelagic fisheries, the catch is still good” (TAFIRI) 

A domestic industrial fishing fleet may not make any 

difference to the profitability of the fishery 

 

 

“And everybody to a man and woman said the same thing, 
that nearshore stocks were overexploited but there was this 

amazing untapped potential offshore. And then when we 

slowly started to ask them, what is the evidence base, or 
where does that belief come from, it disintegrates quite 

quickly. People say "we need to do more research, we're 
not really sure". There isn't any evidence basically, it's a 

conviction. Doesn't mean it's wrong, but it's a conviction, 
it's not based on any real evidence.” (WB2) 
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Knowledge → Illegal and 

destructive fishing 

Knowledge or awareness will lead to a decrease in illegal and 

destructive fishing practices 

 

 

“Because the moment we declare a fishing gear illegal then it 

actually becomes an offence for any fisher to use it, but if he 

doesn’t understand why it’s actually illegal, then managing 

that kind of fishing gear regulation is not easy” (Academic) 
 

Knowledge may be present but it will not necessarily lead 

to a reduction in illegal fishing or needs to be coupled with 

other things such as equipment 

 

“you give clear indications, "these are the fishermen, these 

are the size of fish, this is the species that you are catching, 

this is the time that you're using to use your wrong gear, 

and this is the alternative". Then they have a discussion and 
say "yes, we see, yes we agree, but we don't know what to 

do, but yes if you give us boats or engines..." (KMFRI3) 

Knowledge → Quality of 

natural resource 

management 

 

Training → Quality of 

natural resource 

management 

Training and knowledge can increase the quality of natural 

resource management 

 

“You've got massive capacity issues in terms of education. 

Managing a system of governance requires some basic levels 

of education and paper work and record keeping, which we 
all take for granted, but you realise literacy and systematic 

recording of things on paper and all that kind of stuff is just 
not there.” (WB2) 

 

“You know the, one is that the greatest ingredient to better 
management is to have an informed community or team that 

is capable of addressing the challenges of the day, and 
therefore strengthening governance, either through training 

and increasing the capacity in terms of resources” (NC) 

Training and knowledge inputs may not increase the quality 

of management  

 

“The knowledge is available, the training has been done… 

You would find beach management units (BMUs) at 

different levels of success. Yet all of them have walked the 
same journey, all of them have been trained in the same 

way, there may not have been more investment in one than 
the other, yet you find some have super advanced in terms 

of cohesion. So I think one of the things that determines this 

is maybe a societal issue, how cohesive is the society? 
Because I've been working on the KCDP and you have 

success in some places and in others you're like… "why?".” 
(KMFRI1) 
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5.3 Research Question 3 – What evidence is there that institutional paradigms and individual 

conceptualisations of fisheries development incorporate complexity thinking? 

Coding for complexity thinking revealed many examples of complexity concepts being 

expressed in both project documents and individual interviews. Overall, examples of all 

concepts were found in both interviews and documents, and all participants and documents 

showed some evidence of complexity thinking. Representative quotations for each concept that 

was coded for are shown in Table 5. 

Participants appeared to have a good grasp of non-linear causal relationships with 73 mentions 

within interviews – there were many mentions of how certain fisheries development solutions 

only produced benefits when other variables were also present or other solutions were 

implemented alongside. Non-comparability was another concept that participants expressed 

often, with 32 mentions. The quotation given in Table 5 clearly demonstrates the awareness of 

this issue when assessing the outcomes of the same strategy applied to a number of beach 

management units (community fisheries management organisations), that did not achieve the 

same results across the board. There were many other examples of participants advocating for 

context specific approaches due to their experience of failures in one-size-fits-all approaches 

to fisheries development. There were fewer mentions of adaptation (21 mentions), 

unpredictability (19 mentions), and masked and disregarded feedbacks (16 mentions), giving 

the general impression that although context specific approaches were supported, there was no 

flexibility in the solutions once they had been decided. 

The coding of the project documents revealed certain differences between the older and newer 

documents. The newer documents contained more mentions around adaptation (78 compared 

to 23 in older documents), non-linearity (24 compared to 9) and unpredictability (46 compared 

to 29). The newer documents expressed flexibility in what happens during projects, including 

different pathways for implementation depending on what the initial results of the project were. 

There was also a degree of willingness to learn from previous projects. The narratives in the 

newer documents took into account more variables in the system with a less linear perception 

of how variables are linked, and there was more discussion around risks and the unpredictable 

outcomes of interventions. Across both time periods, there were few mentions of delays within 

the system (18 mentions), non-comparability (11 mentions) and feedbacks (1 mention). 

Although not coded for, the older documents contained many more instances of reductionist 

thinking such as predicting exact outcomes of the project and implementing the same project 

in a number of places expecting the same outcomes. All projects within the older time period 
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contained a calculated rate of return, whereas a number of the projects in the more recent time 

period did not, or were extremely conservative with their predictions, showing an appreciation 

for the unpredictability of the system. 
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Table 5. Evidence for complexity thinking concepts expressed in interviews and project documents. The number of coded segments for each concept is shown for both interviews and documents, 

as well as a representative quotation. Please see Appendix 2 for details of the projects sampled and Appendix 4 for details of the interview participants referenced in brackets. 

Complexity science concepts 

Number of 

coded 

segments Example quotation from interviews Example quotation from documents 

Feedback processes promote 

or inhibit change within 
systems – Masked and 

disregarded feedbacks 

 

Awareness of feedbacks 

within the system that are not 

known because more 

research and knowledge is 

needed (masked) or ignored 

due to lack of 

communication (disregarded) 

Interviews - 16 

Old docs - 0 

New docs - 1 

Masked feedback - “And they're starting off by requiring 

them to land by-catch, and they have a vision that 
ultimately they would like to see all catches landed…. At the 

moment, most purse seiner catches are landed in Seychelles 

and a bit in Mauritius. So the Seychelles has this economy 

of scale. If you divide that economy of scale in between 

every coastal state, it then raises questions about whether 
it's actually profitable to run a canning factory in every 

state, etcetc. So these are all questions that are up in the air 

and no-ones got the answers to them at the moment, but 

they're all good questions.” (WB2) 

 It is unknown whether the perceived reinforcing 

feedback loop between the number of landings and the 

profitability of Seychelles landing site actually exists or 

how strong it is. 

 

Disregarded feedback – “some of the villages that were too 
deep in the village [isolated], and people were saying "no 

don't take anything there because it's not accessible, 

because you can only access through the sea". And then we 

insisted, because we saw the potential and that people 

needed that help. So once we started that, we saw the 
county government come in and make roads and now at 

least we can go with the car into the village which could not 

happen before.” (KMFRI2) 

 The reinforcing feedback between inaccessibility 

and lack of investment in infrastructure was disregarded 

until the participant started a project in the area. 

 

Masked feedback – “Under a no project 

scenario, it is likely SWIO [South West 
Indian Ocean] countries will continue to 

allow scaling up levels of exploitation of 

their national fisheries resources without 

knowledge of what is environmentally 

sustainable or what constitutes a 
sustainable level of harvest.” (P072202) 

 It is not known whether there is a 

balancing feedback between fishing 

pressure and fish stock. 
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System characteristics and 

behaviours emerge from 

simple rules of interaction – 

Unpredictability 

 

No assumption of complete 

controllability of the system 

dynamics - emergent 

properties of a systems are 

unexpected behaviours that 

cannot be predicted 

Interviews - 19 

Old docs - 29 

New docs - 46 

“So even if you give him an engine and a boat, the next 

thing you realise is that they have sold it to the richest 

“fishermen” there who is more of a “businessman” rather 
than a fisherman. So you go there the next day, you realise 

this guy is still using his canoe and exploiting the inshore 

areas” (Academic) 

“The risks are considered substantial due 

to the complexity of a regional project and 

multiregional interventions and difficulty 
in developing viable and functional 

production and value‐chain models and 

alternative livelihoods at different levels.” 

(P153370) 

Non-linearity – Non-linearity 

 
Awareness of non-linear 

causal relations between 

variables, for example: 

1) solutions involve changing 

more than just one variable 

or consequences of the 

solution depending on other 

variables 

2) changes in the system 

output not proportional to the 

changes in input 

Interviews - 73 

Old docs - 9 

New docs - 24 

1) “So yes, the legal frameworks have given them (BMUs) 

the mandate to manage fisheries at the grass root level but 
they are not, their functions are not budgeted for by the 

government directly, or allocated in annual budgets, and 

that makes their work very difficult given that their 
fundraising mechanisms are weak.” (NC) 

 
2) “So, you have to then say, for all the good ground work 

at the policy and legal and capacity building level and 

institutional level, why isn't it yet doing what we want it to 
be doing” (WB2) 

 

1) “The subsector is still largely 

underdeveloped not only because of 
environmental and infrastructure 

obstacles, but also because of inadequate 

subsector strategy and financial and 
manpower constraint” (P002461) 

 

2) “The high economic growth did not 

achieve inclusive or pro-poor objectives, 

as per-capita household expenditures in 
the bottom three deciles experienced 

absolute declines … and economic growth 
and poverty reduction in rural areas 

lagged behind the urban and megaproject 
growth poles” (P132123) 

 

Non-linearity – Delays or 

“time-lags” 

 
Consideration of time delays 

where the effect of changing 

a variable is not immediately 

apparent in the system 

Interviews - 31 

Old docs - 5 

New docs - 13 

“Behaviour change is slow it's something that needs to be 
championed and today, it's dynamic, and this could be 

influenced with economic activities which is prevailing. So, 
if you get something and you press it and you institute it 

then yeah, it will probably change slowly but you can't push 

it.” (Anon) 
 

“Although the KCDP supports livelihood 
development that is sustainable and 

profitable, experience has shown that 
changes at the village level are slow.” 

(P094692) 
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Sensitivity to initial 

conditions – Non-

comparability 

 

Accept that systems have a 

degree of non-comparability 

- do not assume similar 

systems can be compared 

Interviews - 32 

Old docs - 1 

New docs - 10 

“So BMUs, you would find BMUs at different levels of 

success. Yet all of them have walked the same journey, all 

of them have been trained in the same way, there may not 
have been more investment in one than the other, yet you 

find some have super advanced in terms of cohesion. So, I 

think one of the things that determines this is maybe a 

societal issue, how cohesive is the society? Because I've 

been working on the KCDP and you have success in some 
places and in others you're like, you know, "why?".” 

(KMFRI1) 

“These were followed by preliminary 

social assessment work in each of the 

proposed pilot sites with a view to 
adapting project design to the specific 

circumstances.” (P035919) 

Strange attractors and the 
“edge of chaos” – 

Adaptation 

 

Ongoing reflection and 

adaptation – acknowledge 

continual changes the system 

Interviews - 21 

Old docs - 23 

New docs - 78 

“And what do you see happening after you have the 
information - what actions are you going to do? 

 
They just started now the research. So, I think after getting 

the research findings, then we will see maybe, we will use 

the information then to get the changes.” (MALF) 

“Feedback through participatory 
processes will guide adaptive management 

to respond to changing economic, social, 
and environmental conditions.” (P153370) 

Awareness of lack of 

knowledge 

 

Awareness that relationships 

between variables are not 

completely understood 

Interviews - 15 

Old docs - 20 

New docs - 29 

“she said "well, we can sell all the fish, I have no worry 
about the market" and I said "I'm concerned about the 

market! If I put my money into the thing, I want to know 

who actually is going to buy these fish"” (WB3) 

“Less than 10 percent of the canoes are 
registered … and catches are being largely 

unreported, stock assessments are rare, 

economic data are limited, and widely 
dispersed among agencies. The limited 

data undermine the policy decision‐making 
process for development and 

management” (P153370) 
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6. DISCUSSION 

6.1 Paradigm shift 

6.1.1 From hard to soft, sectoral to holistic 

A clear institutional paradigm shift has been shown within the WB fisheries development 

projects in Eastern Africa from 1975-1995 to 2000-2015. The shift mirrors that of the fisheries 

development aid discourse with the paradigm moving from one that advocates hard, more 

tangible solutions such as infrastructure and technology, to one that pushes for softer solutions 

such as stakeholder engagement and policy changes (Bailey et al. 1986, Neiland 2004, 

MacFadyen 2008, Leal 2010, Moretti and Pestre 2015). The shift may be due to the failures of 

the previous paradigm (Bailey et al. 1986) and an acknowledgement that the issues being 

addressed are too complex to be solved by relatively simple technology and capital investments 

(Neiland 2004). Specifically, technical assistance, which was coded within the “Training” 

variable and disappeared from the older paradigm to the new one, was highly criticized within 

aid in general as it involved hiring foreign experts with little local knowledge and was 

recommended to be removed by the UN Millennium Project (Easterly 2007). 

The scope of the institutional paradigm has also changed over time, moving from a clear focus 

on the fisheries sector to a more holistic look at the broader social and ecological system, 

including aspects such as natural capital and poverty in general. This shift has been discussed 

in the literature where fishing and the origin of poverty within fisheries is no longer seen with 

a narrow sectoral perspective but academics and decision-makers appreciate the complex 

multi-sectoral nature of the system they are working with (Béné and Neiland 2003). 

MacFayden (2008) shows, in his review of the impact of fisheries development assistance, that 

intended impacts and outcomes of fisheries projects since 1990 have focussed on economic 

growth, sustainable livelihoods, poverty alleviation and human capacity development, 

variables that overlap with those perceived as solutions in the new WB paradigm. 

The policy discourse states that changes are due to learning from past experiences and new 

insights (Neiland 2004, Leal 2010). However, a further investigation is needed to fact check 

the driver behind the observed paradigm shift. Although the literature implies that the shift 

represents a better approach to fisheries development (Béné and Neiland 2003), the real-world 

implications of the shift are debatable. One interviewee commented on the cyclical nature of 

the paradigm shifts in development, whilst another summarised how this created ambiguity 

around the effect of the shift: 
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“We went into "let's try food security", "let's try gender", "let's try participation" and all these 

different sorts of hobby horse, band wagon kind of things…So this cyclical theorising about 

why the system doesn't work is coming back around to where we were in 1970.” (WB3) 

“Giving it new names, coming up with new “problems” definitions, then at the end of each 

project, we sit and analyse, and say “yes, we’ve achieved a lot” but have we really solved the 

problem of declining catches? The problems of issues with stocks? Problems of the fishermen 

themselves being unable to manage without us?” (Academic) 

The WB has often taken the lead when announcing major policy shifts, but has not necessarily 

followed these through with changes in action (Easterly 2007), indicating that there is a 

disconnect between the organisational narrative and what happens on the ground. However, 

despite the uncertain effect of an institutional paradigm shift, a number of interviewees did note 

certain aspects of fisheries development that had changed, for example the increased focus on 

stakeholder engagement and community buy-in. Therefore, I cannot rule out a direct influence 

of the paradigm on activities on the ground. 

The implications of fisheries development projects on the ground, and therefore any 

implications of changes in institutional paradigms, are extremely difficult to evaluate 

(MacFadyen 2008). Impacts are often inadequately dealt with in evaluation reports, with 

activities and outputs being the focus of discussion rather than outcomes and impacts (ibid.). 

Therefore, the evaluation of how an institutional paradigm would affect fisheries development 

work on the ground was not within the scope of this thesis, although it would make an 

interesting investigation for the future. 

6.1.2 The role of the institution versus the individual 

One way that institutional paradigms can affect project implementation is by influencing how 

individuals who work within the implementing agencies think about fisheries development. 

The theory states that the conceptualisations of the individuals are influenced by the 

institutional paradigms that they operate within (Kuhn 1970, Bennett and Zurek 2006). 

However, my results do not show this – there is a difference in the conceptualisations of the 

individuals and the institutional paradigms of the WB. Figure 6 shows that only three 

participants sit in the same quadrant of the solutions and problem space as the new WB 

institutional paradigm. Most individuals have a conceptualisation of fisheries development that 

focuses heavily on the fisheries sector whilst the new WB paradigm has a broader focus. 

Although more participants advocate soft solutions in line with the new paradigm, many of 
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them are also focussed on variables such as infrastructure and technology in their conceptual 

models. In particular, it is interesting to note that the three participants from the WB sit in 

different quadrants of Figure 6, which indicates that even within one institution, individual 

conceptual models can vary greatly. 

This result suggests that the institutional paradigm may not be so influential in determining 

how individuals think. Alternatively, there may be a lag between the creation of new 

institutional paradigms and this causing changes to individual conceptual models. One of the 

biggest challenges to changing an individual paradigm is what the individual already knows or 

believes (Rogers et al. 2013). Learning a new way of thinking, or adhering to a new institutional 

paradigm, therefore involves unlearning the old one – a challenge that is illustrated by the 

quotation in Table 4 concerning the strong conviction in the potential for a large offshore 

fishing industry. 

Another reason for the discrepancy between individual conceptualisations and the new WB 

paradigm could be that the individuals work as smaller scale cogs within the same fisheries 

development machine. Some implementing agencies and individuals may have a very sectoral 

focus, which is the case for the individuals working for Kenya Marine Fisheries Research 

Institute (KMFRI) shown in Figure 6, however this does not necessarily mean they disagree 

with the institutional paradigm but simply work within a smaller part of it. This can happen 

within a system if certain groups of individuals have a specialisation or certain priorities, as 

shown in a study by Ghimire et al (2005) that looked at the heterogeneity of local ecological 

knowledge. If this is the case, I would expect changes in the institutional paradigms to still 

have a degree of influence on the thinking of actors within the system. 

 

6.2 Differences in conceptualisations 

The comparison of individual conceptualisations of fisheries development showed that the 

participants’ conceptual models differed significantly, with different variables mentioned as 

the problems and solutions, but also with direct contradictions and different understandings of 

the links between variables. In particular, some of the differing opinions about the links 

between variables are worthy of noting. Small-scale aquaculture was discussed with advocates 

for and against – the ability of small-scale aquaculture to pull people out of poverty was a 

debated topic. Alternative livelihoods in general were also discussed. Although often perceived 

as a positive solution to the problems in fisheries development, some participants challenged 
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this view with their experience of the differing effects of alternative livelihoods on fishing 

pressure and fisheries management. The potential for offshore fisheries was mentioned by a 

number of participants and so it was of interest that this was also viewed with scepticism by 

one individual. The compatibility of the twin aims of many fisheries development projects – 

increasing fish production and reducing poverty – was also questioned and presented as a trade-

off in one interview. Such trade-offs have also been expressed by Bailey and Jentoft (1990) 

who discuss fisheries project goals that are often at odds with one another. 

The analysis shows that some key topics that could be taken as common “truths” between 

different conceptual models are not believed by all the participants, and this is likely to have 

implications for fisheries development project planning and implementation. El Sawah et al 

(2010), who studied different actors’ perceptions of a water resource management system, state 

that differences may lead to conflicts or policy controversies. Multiple opinions have been 

blamed for inhibiting decision-making, communication and learning (Kolkman et al. 2005, 

Pahl-Wostl 2007). In particular, there are likely to be consequences when a project is developed 

at the donor level but then gets passed down to government agencies and NGOs during 

implementation, as the individuals in these institutions may have a different idea of the fisheries 

development system and how to go about implementing a project. Different objectives of 

stakeholders was highlighted by Khang and Moe (2008) as a characteristic that caused 

problems during implementation of development projects. It was noted during interviews that 

projects that had numerous implementing agencies did not fare so well due to their differing 

priorities and conceptual models, as expressed in the quotation below: 

“There were 7 entities trying to manage or implement one project. In theory it makes sense to 

have all relevant stakeholders working together but in practice having 7 different drivers in 

the car trying to drive the car in 7 different directions, you are likely to collapse.” (Anon) 

However, there is also a risk that having similar conceptual models limits the ability to question 

the perception of the system – known as “group think” where institutions foster a certain 

perspective or belief with no room for other opinions (Fernandez 2007), something that the 

WB has been accused of fostering (Broad 2006). This may be an issue when the common 

conceptualisation is based on little or no evidence, such as the conviction that there is potential 

for an offshore fishery (Table 4), as this could lead to misplaced investment. Hong and Page 

(2004) find that groups with a larger range of perceptions perform better in a problem-solving 

tasks than groups with greater ability. Therefore, a lack of diversity within the individual 

conceptual models may also be detrimental to fisheries development projects. 
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In reality, it is likely that both a diversity and an alignment of conceptual models is useful. A 

diversity of models is needed so that individuals are aware of the different perceptions that 

exist and can test these conceptualisations during project planning (Easterly 2007). During 

implementation, an alignment of conceptual models could help to increase the effectiveness of 

the project. 

 

6.3 Complexity thinking in fisheries development 

The analysis of the interviews and the project documents through a complexity thinking lens 

has shown that an awareness of the complexity of the fisheries development system exists and 

can be articulated by actors and institutions. There are varying levels of awareness of the 

different complexity thinking concepts, with some expressed more frequently in interviews and 

some in documents. Although there is much discussion around the incorporation of complexity 

theory into development, an assessment of this kind on project documents and interview 

participants has not previously been undertaken to my knowledge. Therefore, the results of this 

analysis provide a novel way of assessing complexity thinking which could be applied to other 

contexts. 

Within interview participants, there was a high awareness of the non-linearity of the system, in 

particular that the solutions to problems involved changing more than one variable, and of the 

non-comparability of different situations. Although there were a lot of examples where 

participants describe learning about the system, there were fewer mentions of the concept of 

adaptation, implying that participants learn but have not taken the next step and altered their 

actions to better suit the circumstances. This could point to a certain rigidity in the participants’ 

way of thinking about how to implement fisheries development, or lack of agency to affect 

how things are done. Discussing the challenges of implementing a complexity approach, 

Buffardi (2016) points out that staff in implementing agencies are under significant pressure to 

meet targets and work towards predetermined outputs, and therefore most likely do not 

consider adaptation during their day to day role. 

There was also less evidence of masked and disregarded feedbacks. This may be due to 

difficulty articulating feedback loops during interview, or a low awareness around feedback 

loops in general. The reality of these feedbacks is that they are unknown (masked) or are not 

acted upon (disregarded) (Sundkvist et al. 2005) and therefore may require either hindsight or 

a certain frankness or lack of social desirability bias to articulate them during an interview. 
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The concept of unpredictability which is fundamental to complexity thinking was not 

mentioned very often, indicating that the participants do not fully embrace this key aspect of 

complexity thinking. This may have been because participants did not want to admit their 

uncertainty during interviews due to social desirability bias. However, the shortage of mentions 

of adaptation and experimentation, which also points to a lack of appreciation for the 

unpredictability and uncertainty within the fisheries development system, supports the idea that 

this concept has not been embraced by actors within the fisheries development sphere. 

The documents showed a slightly different representation of complexity thinking, which may 

be due to the differing ability to articulate these concepts within project documents as opposed 

to face to face interviews. More recent documents frequently expressed the notion of 

adaptability and unpredictability, whilst over both time periods there were fewer mentions of 

delays and non-comparability. The lack of acknowledgement of delays and non-comparability 

may be due to the fundamental style limitation of project documents where the immediate 

impacts of any interventions and one-size-fits-all approaches are preferred so the project 

appears effective and efficient. In his review of the application of complexity theory in policy 

and programme evaluation, Walton (2014) also finds that certain complexity concepts are often 

missing such as emergence and attractors, and suggests that this may be because these concepts 

challenge the fundamental idea of evaluating predetermined goals which is inherent in 

evaluation studies. The only way to encourage the uptake of such complexity concepts may be 

to change the fundamental ideals behind project thinking first, which are still widely 

reductionist in nature (Cooke-davies et al. 2007). 

I find it encouraging that adaptability and unpredictability, which are concepts that would also 

be difficult to express in a project where interventions are planned with certain impacts in mind, 

are expressed in the documents. It is also significant that most of the more recent documents 

are warier of calculating a rate of return, emphasising the unpredictability of the outcomes of 

the project, expressed in the quotation from a project document below: 

“As the Project is essentially a learning and pilot exercise to test and refine a framework for 

development, it does not lend itself to traditional cost-benefit analysis and calculation of rates 

of return.” (P035919) 

The rise and decline of the use of the rate of return has also been documented by Little and 

Mirrlees (1991). The possible reasons for this given in their paper include the relative decline 

of project lending and increase in non-project loans, reorganization of the WB in the 1980s 
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where the Central Projects Department was removed and the rise of new priorities within the 

WB such as gender, the environment and sustainability which were difficult to incorporate into 

the cost-benefit analysis method (ibid.). Although only partly due to the increased perceived 

complexity of the system, the fact that the rate is not calculated allows a shift towards a more 

complexity way of thinking which incorporates more uncertainty into the conceptual model. 

There is a noticeable change in the way complexity thinking concepts were expressed in the 

more recent documents compared to the older documents. The older documents are focussed 

on optimising the system and calculating exactly what benefits will result from the different 

components of the project. In contrast the more recent documents seem more aware of the 

unpredictability of the system, making room for more adaptive pilot projects and in some cases 

the later stages of the project depend on the earlier stage outcomes. This could indicate a shift 

from a reductive approach to project planning to one that incorporates more complexity 

thinking concepts. Evidence of such a shift has not been discussed extensively in the current 

literature, although in their quantitative linguistic analysis of WB Annual Reports, Moretti and 

Pestre (2015) also find that the WB’s perception of the development system has become less 

linear and more complex. Although I should note that the institutional narrative may not 

necessarily be mirrored within implementation on the ground, as is described in section 6.1, it 

is extremely encouraging that there has been a noticeable shift in the language of WB fisheries 

development project documents to incorporate more complexity thinking. 

 

6.4 Implications for policy and practice 

The presence of an institutional paradigm shift within the WB project documents highlights 

that there is an ability to learn and respond to the previous failed approaches and changes in 

the discourse at a wider level – although I find it debatable whether the shift is towards more 

successful project design or whether it is simply a new “hobby horse”. The results also show 

that a shift in the institutional paradigm is not necessarily mirrored by a change in individual 

conceptualisations of how the fisheries development system works. This highlights the 

importance of considering how any large-scale changes in policy are interpreted and 

implemented by the actors within the system. 

The fact that individuals think so differently from the paradigm and from each other has 

implications when considering the new international aid architecture around harmonization, 

recipient ownership and alignment of priorities. The Paris Declaration and the Accra Agenda 
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for Action focus on harmonizing development aid among donors and aligning objectives and 

priorities of donor agencies with those of recipient countries (OECD 2003, 2005, 2008). Within 

this multi-faceted approach, the subject of policy coherence is where the results of this study 

may have some implication. Policy coherence for development exists where policies work at 

the least not in contradiction and at the best synergistically to promote a common approach 

(Brown 2015). A diversity of conceptualisations or different institutional paradigms about 

fisheries development may block progress towards this goal. Especially within fisheries, the 

arguments underlying the different conceptualisations can be disputed and lead to very 

different policy suggestions (Sjöstedt and Sundström 2017). 

On the other hand, no studies credibly assess the impact of policy coherence or incoherence 

(Keijzer and Oppewal 2012). There is an argument that policy coherence for development 

implies a buy-in or convergence to a single vision of development, which assumes this single 

conceptualisation of development is correct (Brown 2015). This may be a high-risk approach, 

given the differences in conceptualisation currently present around fisheries development 

highlighted in this study. I make a case for a more open approach that allows for different 

conceptualisations and the scope to question any assumptions. This would also be in line with 

complexity thinking as it appreciates the non-comparability of each situation, where one 

approach may not be correct for all fisheries development systems. 

The results from the coding of the complexity concepts is encouraging as it shows that 

individuals in the field have some understanding of the complexity of the fisheries development 

system, and that the WB has started to incorporate some concepts into their new institutional 

paradigm. Further progress could be made if actors in charge of implementation could develop 

their capacity to acknowledge the unpredictability of the fisheries development system and be 

encouraged to experiment more with different approaches to adapt to changing situations when 

undertaking development projects, a mindset advocated through the “doing development 

differently” manifesto (Wild et al. 2016) which has now entered mainstream discussions within 

aid. In order for this change to take place, there most likely needs to be a change in the larger 

foreign aid incentive structure so that these behaviours are encouraged. Documents could be 

written more in line with complexity thinking by acknowledging delays between changes in 

variables when planning interventions, and not advocating a one-size-fits-all approach. The 

acknowledgement of context-dependence may be the greatest challenge in applying complexity 

concepts (Ramalingam et al. 2008). 
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Going forward, it needs to be ensured that progress towards complexity thinking within 

fisheries development is not achieved by simply embedding concepts into the current 

reductionist paradigm but by fundamentally changing the way we think about the system. 

Mowles et al (2008) give suggestions as to how to approach this, for example turning planning 

itself into a continuous process of reflection on actions and their consequences, and 

management into a broader experiment in research and exploration rather than a race to the 

predetermined goal. However, the repeated calls of the last 50 years for an adaptive approach 

without much progress suggests that these approaches and practices that are seen as aspirations 

are very difficult to apply in reality (Buffardi 2016). Buffardi (2016) provides a more pragmatic 

approach of a guiding framework to help assess which complexity concepts are most 

appropriate and realistic to incorporate into projects. Further research on the progress towards 

the complexity thinking agenda would allow the gaps in thinking to be clearly identified and 

steps could be taken to move towards a more complex view of the fisheries development system, 

and hopefully more effective fisheries development aid projects and implementation. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

It is commonly known that fisheries is a complex arena to conduct research and apply 

interventions (Béné and Neiland 2003) and that the facts and science that exist around fisheries 

are still highly disputed (Sjöstedt and Sundström 2017). This study has attempted to take some 

of this complexity, systematically analyse it and draw some conclusions about how institutions 

and individuals conceptualise fisheries development. The study finds a clear shift in the WB 

institutional paradigm through time, but a lack of “buy-in” to the new paradigm by actors 

within the system. It also highlights some significant disagreements between participants 

around key areas of the fisheries development system that would need to be addressed if policy 

coherence is to be achieved. It considers broader questions around the implications of differing 

individual knowledge for collective institutional action, and whether a diversity of views is 

beneficial or not. Finally, the study gives a brief description of the progress towards complexity 

thinking, using a novel coding and analysis of complexity concepts. There are encouraging 

signs of some concepts being taken up, but still many challenges in shifting away from the 

reductionist paradigm. In its totality, the study serves to highlight the variety of 

conceptualisations that exist around fisheries development in Eastern Africa and encourages 

actors and institutions to become more aware of this variety in order to interact, develop, design 

and implement more effective fisheries development projects. 
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9. APPENDIX 

Appendix 1. Major World Bank fisheries development projects in Eastern Africa 

Table 6. Major World Bank fisheries development projects in Eastern Africa. The dates shown are the dates that the projects were approved, and the dates the they were closed. 

Name and 

date Total cost Summary Components 
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US$62.75 

million 

The MACEMP project was based in the 

United Republic of Tanzania with the 

objective to strengthen the sustainable 

management and use of the Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ), territorial seas and 

coastal resources. Other objectives were to 

increase revenue collection, reduce threats to 

the environment, improve livelihoods for 

participating coastal communities and to 

improve institutional arrangements. 

Component 1 - sound management of the EEZ, which included plans to 

harmonize domestic legal and policy instruments in order to operationalise a 

new Deep Sea Fishing Authority and regulate the licensing of offshore 

fishing fleets. 

Component 2 - sound management of the coastal marine environment and the 

objective to establish a comprehensive system of managed marine areas, 

building on integrated coastal management strategies.  

Component 3 - a Coastal Community Action Fund that allowed communities 

to request, implement and monitor sub-projects that contribute to improving 

their livelihoods and increasing sustainable marine ecosystem management.  

Component 4 - policy implementation support. 
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US$29.24 

million 

SWIOFP was a regional project involving 

Kenya, Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, 

Mozambique, Seychelles, South Africa and 

Tanzania. The broad objectives were to study 

exploitable offshore fish stocks and the 

environmental and anthropogenic impacts on 

shared fisheries, develop institutional and 

human capacity, develop a regional fisheries 

management structure and mainstream 

biodiversity within national fisheries policy. 

Component 1 - fisheries data gap analysis, data archiving and establishing 

information technology, data handling and communications systems. 

Component 2 – 4 - assessment and sustainable utilization of crustaceans, 

demersal fish and pelagic fish. 

Component 5 - mainstreaming biodiversity in national and regional fisheries 

management. 

Component 6 - strengthening regional and national fisheries management by 

identifying and harmonizing relevant legislation between countries and 

developing regional natural resource management capacity. 
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US$42 

million 

KCDP’s objective was to promote 

environmentally sustainable management of 

Kenya’s coastal and marine resources by 

strengthening the capacity of relevant 

government agencies and by enhancing the 

capacity of rural micro, small and medium-

sized enterprises in selected coastal 

communities. 

Component 1 - the sustainable management of fisheries resources and 

planned to reform the governance of fisheries management in the Kenyan 

EEZ, as well as promoting research on nearshore fish stocks.  

Component 2 - the sound management of natural resources and was strongly 

linked to promoting eco-tourism.  

Component 3 - support for alternative livelihoods within a governance 

framework which included spatial planning, integrated coastal management 

and compliance with regulations.  

Component 4 - build project coordination and implementation capacity, set 

up a monitoring and evaluation system, develop a communication strategy 

and implement a Coastal Village Fund. 
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 SWIOFish is a larger regional project involving countries of the South West Indian Ocean in a multi-phase operation 

implemented over a 15-year period. The first phase would consolidate and strengthen regional cooperation on fisheries 

management, strengthen regional fisheries institutions and promote knowledge exchange and capacity development. It also 

involves preparing for major investments and expanding community fisheries co-management. It therefore focuses on 

capacity development and design and implementation of fisheries management plans. A potential second phase would then 

focus on major investments prepared and shown to be viable in phase one, such as infrastructure, co-financing aquaculture 

development, fleet adjustment and fisheries reform. 

 

The first SWIOFish project was awarded to Tanzania, Comoros and Mozambique in 2015, the second was to Madagascar in 

2017 and the third will be to the Seychelles. 
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Appendix 2. Projects identified during structured document review 

Table 7. Projects identified during the structured document review as fisheries development related projects funded by the 

World Bank, taking place in Eastern Africa. Hyperlinks within the project name provide links to the project page in the 

World Bank Projects and Operations database. The project column contains letters in order to link the projects to the 

timeline in Figure 3. * projects sampled for the document content analysis. 

Project Country Project name 

Project ID 

number 

A Burundi Burundi - Fisheries Development Project* P000170 

B Tanzania Tanzania - Fisheries Development Project* P002705 

C Kenya Kenya - Fisheries Project* P001272 

D Somalia Somalia - Fisheries Exploration - Pilot Project* P002461 

E Zambia Zambia - Fisheries Project* P003188 

F Malawi Malawi - Fisheries Development Project  P001658 

G Mozambique Coastal and Marine Biodiversity Management Project* P070305/ 

P035919 

H Tanzania Marine and Coastal Environment Management 

Project* 

P082492/ 

P084213 

I Africa Africa - South West Indian Ocean Fisheries Project* P072202 

J Africa Strategic Partnerships for Fisheries in Africa  P104225 

K South Sudan SD - Livestock and Fisheries Development Project - 

MDTF 

P101912 

L Kenya Kenya Coastal Development Project* P094692/ 

P108845 

M Africa AFCC2/RI-South West Indian Ocean Fisheries 

Governance and Shared Growth Project 1* 

P132123 

N Comoros Coastal Resources Co-management for Sustainable 

Livelihood 

P125301 

O Mozambique Mozambique - Artisanal Fisheries and Climate Change P149992 

P Southern 

Africa 

Second South West Indian Ocean Fisheries 

Governance and Shared Growth Project* 

P153370 

Q Africa Third South West Indian Ocean Fisheries Governance 

and Shared Growth Project (SWIOFish3)  

P155642 

http://projects.worldbank.org/P000170/fisheries-development-project?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P002705/fisheries-development-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P001272/fisheries-project?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P002461/fisheries-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P003188/fisheries-development-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P001658/fisheries-development-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P070305/coastal-marine-biodiversity-management-project?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P082492/marine-coastal-environment-management?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P082492/marine-coastal-environment-management?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P072202/south-west-indian-ocean-fisheries-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P104225/strategic-partnership-fisheries-africa?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P101912/sd-livestock-fisheries-development-project-mdtf?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P101912/sd-livestock-fisheries-development-project-mdtf?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P094692/kenya-coastal-development-project?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P132123/south-west-indian-ocean-fisheries-governance-shared-growth?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P132123/south-west-indian-ocean-fisheries-governance-shared-growth?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P125301/comoros-coastal-resources-co-management-sustainable-livelihood?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P125301/comoros-coastal-resources-co-management-sustainable-livelihood?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P149992?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P153370?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P153370?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P155642/?lang=en&tab=overview
http://projects.worldbank.org/P155642/?lang=en&tab=overview
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Appendix 3. Coding structure for conceptual models 

Table 8. Coding structure for the variables within the fisheries development system, which was developed iteratively during the coding of the World Bank documents in Research Question 1. 

Definitions are given where clarification of the variable is necessary. 

Supercodes Codes Subcodes Definitions 

Adherence to 

traditional lifestyle 

and values 

Adherence to traditional 

lifestyle and values 

  

Alternative sectors Agricultural sector 
 

Including agricultural production and the development of the 

agricultural sector  
Alternative livelihoods/ 

Employment 

 
Any jobs that are no directly linked to fishing 

 
Aquaculture Aquaculture 

 

Profitability of aquaculture  

Small-scale aquaculture  

Industrial-scale aquaculture  

 Mining and other 

extraction 

  

 Tourism industry 
  

Aspects of poverty Food security 
  

 Poverty Poverty Low monetary income and low quality of life, low quality of 

livelihoods 

Lack of well-being Where there is a specific mention of “well-being” 

 Vulnerability 
  

Development Development Development Where it specifically mentions "development", when it points to 

growth in a general industry (as opposed to economy, fisheries and 

agriculture) 

Rural development  

Sustainable development  

Equality of material 

and power 

Access rights Access rights Equitable access rights to natural resources for local communities 

Open access  

Migrant fishers  
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 Access to markets 
 

Including better marketing systems, extension of marketing systems 

 Devolution 
 

Any kind of decentralisation of decision making power 

 Distribution of fish catch 
  

 Equality 
 

Equitable distribution of benefits 

 Local empowerment 
  

Fisheries sector Area/time available for 

fishing 

  

 Fish production Fish production Considered separately from “fish stock” as it means what is physically 

caught/landed by the fishermen, not what is present in the sea 

Fresh fish  

 Fisheries sector Fisheries sector When the whole sector is mentioned, encompassing production, stock 

and the employment etc. 

Domestic industrial fishing 

fleet 

Any domestic fishing fleets that can reach the offshore fishery 

Small-scale fishery Non-industrial, coastal fishers - either subsistence or work for a small 

profit, using traditional boats and gears 

 Fishing employment Fishing employment 
 

Trader  

 Fishing pressure 
 

Increased fishing effort 

Foreign industrial 

fishing fleet 

Foreign industrial fishing 

fleet 

  

Government 

commitment to 

project 

Government commitment 

to project 

 
Also includes government investment or control over the project 

Institutional 

capability 

Accountability within 

institutions and projects 

  

 Institutional capacity 
 

Capacity of institutions to implement good management, enforcement, 

includes civil society, includes number of staff members, also includes 

the management ability of the fishing centres. 

 Monitoring, control and 

surveillance 

  

Interventions Equipment 
 

Any boats or fishing gears if they are not "new" 
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 Infrastructure 
 

Includes service sector, includes transport costs, transportation, 

fisheries centres 

 New technology 
 

New equipment, new/bigger boats and nets, ice, improved seeds and 

fertilizer for aquaculture 

 Training 
 

Includes technical assistance/ technical corporation 

Knowledge Data collection and 

assessment of fish stock 

  

 Knowledge Knowledge 
 

Research expertise/ 

Education 

Includes any kind of knowledge held by professionals 

Making money 

from fisheries 

Domestic demand for fish Domestic demand for fish 
 

Demand for processed fish  

 Exports Fish exports 
 

 Fish imports 
  

 Fish processing Fish processing 
 

Fish preservation ability  

 Global demand for fish 
  

 Post-harvest loss 
  

 Profitability of fishery Profitability of fishery Capturing resource rent more efficiently and accruing economic value 

of the resources, incentives or subsidies, good fish prices that increase 

the profit margins, reduced operating costs 

Quality of fish  

 Stability of fish prices 
  

 Value-adding activities 
  

Management Inclusive management 

models 

 
Beach management units (BMUs) and co-management 

 Quality of natural 

resource management 

Quality of natural resource 

management 

Includes sound governance, good enforcement of existing rules, 

management plans, action plans 

Holistic aims of natural 

resource management 

 

Strategic planning  
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 Policy or Regulation Policy or Regulation Includes improved licensing arrangement, legal capacity. Better, more 

harmonised policy that will enhance sustainability of resource use 

Revenue from foreign fleets  

Natural capital Natural capital 
  

 Relative fish stock 
 

Natural resources, productivity of fisheries, resource sustainability, 

"overexploitation" is categorised as a decrease in this variable 

Natural effects on 

the environment 

Effects of environmental 

variability 

  

 Environmental suitability 
 

The suitability of the natural environment to that particular intervention 

 Pollution 
  

 Population density 
  

Political stability Political stability 
  

Thriving economy Economic growth 
  

 Exports Non-fish exports 
 

 Favourable economic 

conditions 

Favourable economic 

conditions 

 

Balance of payments The difference in total value between payments into and out of a 

country over a period 

Business enabling 

environment 

Includes norms and customs, laws, regulations, policies, international 

trade agreements and public infrastructure that either facilitate or 

hinder the movement of a product or service along its value chain 

Foreign exchange  

Good investment climate  

Low global commodity 

prices 

 

Terms of trade An improvement of a nation's terms of trade benefits that country in 

the sense that it can buy more imports for any given level of exports 

 Investment 
 

Includes credit and capital 

 Private sector 
  

 Trade 
  

Unnecessary 

fishing 

By-catch 
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 Illegal and destructive 

fishing 

Illegal and destructive 

fishing 

 

Illegal fishing Specifically just illegal fishing (fishing can be illegal, but not 

destructive) 

Working together Conflict 
 

Conflicting objectives or views between different parties 

 Regional coordination and 

collaboration 

  

 Stakeholder engagement 
 

Any action that involves different groups of actors in a certain process, 

including groups in different levels 

 Public private 

partnerships 
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Appendix 4. Interview participants 

Table 9. Interview participants, identified through known contacts, during the 2017 Western Indian Ocean Marine Science 

Association (WIOMSA) conference and through snow-ball sampling. 

Interview Institution Role Country 

KMFRI1 Kenya Marine Fisheries Research 

Institute 

Senior Research Scientist Kenya 

KMFRI2 Kenya Marine Fisheries Research 

Institute 

Senior Research Officer Kenya 

KMFRI3 Kenya Marine Fisheries Research 

Institute 

Senior Research Scientist Kenya 

Academic Pwani University Senior Lecturer Kenya 

NC Nature Conservancy Marine Project 

Coordinator 

Kenya 

TAFIRI Tanzania Fisheries Research 

Institute 

Research Officer Tanzania 

MALF Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 

and Livestock, Tanzania 

Assistant Director Tanzania 

WB1 World Bank Previously World Bank 

employee, now consultant 

Tanzania and 

Kenya 

WB2 World Bank Independent consultant Tanzania and 

Kenya 

WB3 World Bank Senior Fisheries Specialist Tanzania and 

Kenya 

Anon Unidentifiable - Tanzania 

Anon Unidentifiable - Tanzania 

Anon Unidentifiable - Tanzania and 

Kenya 
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Appendix 5. Quantitative data used to answer Research Question 2 

Table 10. Aggregated percentages for the frequency of links associated with the variables chosen for the axes in Figure 6. 

Please see Table 9 for details of the individuals involved in each interview. The table does not show the exact data used to 

make the decision about the placement of participants in Figure 6 as some variables were weighted more than others, as well 

as the use of qualitative data. 

 

  

Interview Hard solutions Soft solutions Fisheries focus Wide focus

KMFRI1 25.0 26.9 23.1 3.8

KMFRI2 19.2 10.3 11.5 5.1

KMFRI3 27.1 15.6 22.9 7.3

Academic 14.3 25.5 24.5 11.2

NC 6.9 42.2 7.8 11.8

TAFIRI 21.0 6.5 11.3 8.1

MALF 11.1 19.4 11.1 13.9

WB1 11.7 21.7 21.7 16.7

WB2 14.6 25.7 29.6 5.3

WB3 25.9 5.7 6.3 4.6

Anon 13.6 25.0 20.7 9.3

Anon 16.3 22.4 14.3 10.2

Anon 8.3 8.3 44.4 5.6

Problem spaceSolution space
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Appendix 6. Ethical Review – Final Review 

The research approach largely followed the outline that was presented in the Ethical Review. 

However, a number of sections had to be reconsidered as my research methods changed during 

the thesis process. Initially I was planning on conducting a two-stage methodology which 

consisted of a smaller number of initial interviews followed by questionnaires. This changed 

due to logistical issues and the risk of the level of participation in the study, to a method that 

focussed on document and interview transcript analysis with a higher number – 13 – of 

interviews.  

This change in method had implications for anonymity. As I had previously decided to 

aggregate the information from my interviews using a quantitative method, although there was 

a passage in the Plain Language Statement around permission to quote and identify participants, 

not a lot of consideration was given to the possibility of quoting participants at the time of 

writing the Ethics Review. However, once my methods had changed and I had decided how to 

present the results, I realised that the issue of consent around quoting participants (even if they 

had already agreed during vocal consent or through signing the consent form) was an important 

matter, as a number of the quotations I was using could be seen as controversial. 

In discussion with my supervisor, I decided to contact all of my interview participants and 

allow them an opportunity to review their own interview transcript and suggest any corrections 

if necessary, giving them a time limit of 3 weeks for any objections to using their data. The 

reaction to my contact was mixed, with most participants being grateful or interested about 

their transcript, providing useful clarifications. There were a number of cases where, having 

reviewed the transcript, participants were not happy for me to quote them directly or use certain 

quotations. 

One participant was happy with my interpretation of their interview but was not happy with 

the language used in the transcript of the interview. I therefore agreed that I would keep their 

data included but not use their transcript for any quotations. Two other participants were happy 

with my interpretation of their interviews and the transcripts but did not want to be identifiable 

in any quotations that I would use from them. I therefore ran each quotation by them with the 

interpretation I would use in the text, so that they would have peace of mind that the quotations 

were not identifiable. One participant was uncomfortable with both the transcript and 

interpretation. They were interested in seeing the full context that their data would be put in 

when used, so I sent my most current draft so that they could be more informed around how 
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their data would be used. However, ultimately I decided to exclude this participant’s data from 

the study as the participant was still uncomfortable with the interpretation and content of the 

transcript. This highlighted that this exercise of going back to contact my participants was 

extremely valuable, as it allowed me to reduce any tension that could have arisen if I had 

published the results without double-checking with the participants. 

A number of participants wanted to review the manuscript of my thesis before any publication. 

I therefore plan to send them a copy of my thesis before it is turned into a paper, but have stated 

that I am not obliged to address all of their comments as the interpretation of their interview is 

my own work.  

These changes to my ethics review have allowed me to reflect on ethics procedures in general 

and the line between my rights as a researcher and the rights of the participants to withdraw 

their data. In my case I feel I have approached the use of individual data pragmatically. Having 

gained vocal consent in all cases from the interview participants, I was entitled to use their data, 

but I felt that it was important to involve participants in the use of their data in order to maintain 

a good relationship between researcher (as a representative of academia) and participant. In 

most cases this resulted in a positive response. Where participants showed concerns, a risk 

averse approach was taken as this is a Masters level study and the content of the quotations 

from these parties was not critical for the conclusions I drew in the study. 
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